
A Flower of Beauty Rare 
A Let's Paint for " A Thing Called Love "
With Christy Harris  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Introduction
Welcome to this week's lesson of " A Thing Called Love" and welcome into my studio. 

My name is Christy and if you should so choose, I think it would be fun to paint together. 

This week , we will be exploring loosening up, looking for shapes, talking through an 
evolving piece vs a fully conceptualised work, when to stop and when to push forward, 
glazes, a painterly style and a ribbon rose and why children won't wear their knickers. Won't 
you join me?
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Supplies List
12 x 16 canvas
Transfer method of your choice 
Brushes of your choice
Palette knife size in your choice - optional 
Mat Fixative
Golden glazing fluid satin
Gesso
Texture paste of your choice
Pumice medium -optional
Stencils and Stamps of your choice -optional

Paint-
 Sepia - Golden Flow
Paynes Grey
Titanium White
Black
Vandyke Brown
Quinacrine Nickol Azo Gold ( Golden)

Pencils-
Conte a Paris Sepia 617 pastel 
Inktense -Bark, Sepia, Baked Earth

Windsor and Newton Artist Pigment Marker in Parchment

DMC Embroidery cotton #437
Scissors
Small embroidery needle 
Size 22 Chenelle or Tapestry ( I switched to Tapestry)
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Supplies continued:
15 mm silk ribbon of your choice ( this can be a bit smaller or a bit bigger, 

hand dyed or not, and possibly satin with some testing). I used Bridal Ivory 
hand dyed silk ribbon by Helen 

                                          Reference Photo 2

I apologise for the quality of the videos but I do hope that you are able to 
look past that and enjoy our time together. 

Password for Vimeo : Letspaint ( you are welcome to download the videos 
but I ask that you please do not redistribute them particularly nor fully to the 
web,  thank you)
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 Due to my limited camera set up and still being newish to art myself, I 
decided to sketch the main firm sketch off of camera in order to be comfortable, 
as I sketch as a 45 degree angle upon my lap. 

Because of this, you are welcome to sketch your own image or save the 
photo of my piece and transfer it however you like onto your canvas. A great 
way to do this is trace or print my image, rub pastel upon the back in a visible 
colour such as sepia , mount onto your canvas and with pencil trace the image 
with enough pressure to transfer the pastel onto your canvas. Alternatively, you 
may choose your own reference.
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Transfer image



                                                   Let's Paint!

Thank you for trusting yourself and the process and for sharing a week 
with me in my studio and thank you for joining us in  " A Thing Called Love" 
and for honouring the very special life of Andrew Dayton, who, has touched us 
all greatly.

Thank you Brandi for sharing with us your love, grace, and your beautiful 
boy. You are such a gift and a flower of beauty rare.

-Christy Harris
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